Portland is a PR machine for light rail & streetcar
Here are Some Facts About Portland Oregon

“It must always be remembered how cost-effectiveness works in the public
sector: the cost IS the benefit.” - author unknown

Density Will Not Make Housing Affordable
It is a terrible mistake to be confusing ALL zoning rules with the
single true determinant of inequity in housing and economic mobility:
That is, can rural land at rural
land prices, be converted to urban use?

No matter how often urban planners chant, “grow up, not
out,” the fact is that no urban area in the nation has ever
made housing more affordable by increasing its density.
In fact, as the chart above shows, there is a clear correlation
between density and housing unaffordability.
....
Every major city in America except Houston has local
zoning, yet only those cities that have growth constraints have become unaffordable.

This suppresses the price of all
urban land to the extent that it is
such a small input into “housing
costs” relative to the cost of
structures, it is very hard to push
“house prices” up into unaffordable
territory.
http://www.newgeography.com/conten
t/005428-zoning-and-urban-containment-the-need-clarity

https://www.cato.org/blog/more-housing-regulation-wont-makehousing-affordable

Hong Kong is 2.5 times as built "up" as Manhattan is, yet Hong Kong is even more expensive per
unit than Manhattan. And generally, the data runs in that direction - not only does intensification
within a regulatory boundary "not restore affordability", it seems that the more density you “allow”, the
higher your average housing unit price gets. The correlation runs the opposite way to the assumption.
At the other end of the data set for cities globally, are very rapidly-sprawling cities like Atlanta where
the density is around 1/40th of Hong Kong and the average section size is 2/3 of an acre; yet the real
per-unit housing price on average is 1/5 of Hong Kong. http://makingnewzealand.wixsite.com/home-site/singlepost/2016/09/01/The-Myth-of-Affordable-Intensification

From: debunkingportland.com/densitywon't.html

